ODNE: New to the field gathering
Continuing our learning and growing our community
1 pm to 5pm Monday 20th February 2017
Waterloo Action Centre, 14 Baylis Rd, London SE1 7AA
Are you new to organisational development and looking for somewhere to learn, share and grow? Why not
join us at the ODNE New To Field (NTF) community session? We're building a community and we want you
to be part of it.

The NTF community will give you a chance to meet a variety of people who are also new to the field, share
ideas and challenges, seek help with your current challenges and learn new things about OD. The day is
facilitated by a team working in different fields within OD, each sharing different viewpoints and approaches to widen your knowledge. Whilst each session is structured with a varied agenda, there's also room for
emergence to allow for anything that comes to light on the day.
The agenda for our next session is:
1pm Arrival & refreshments
1:15
Introduction
1:45 Three circles of knowledge exercise (using the image above)
Please consider this image in preparation for the day. What might you put in the first two circles?
2:00 Your learning goal for 2017
2:30 Introduction to an OD model/tool
3:00 Break & self-organising session
3:30 Marketplace
4:00 Emergent space – what will come up on the day for you?
4:30 Going forward for New to the Field
4:45 Close & check-out
So if you are looking for an OD network to help you on your OD journey then come and join us.
please email shelly@global-learning.co.uk to let us know you are coming.
We are asking a contribution of £20 to cover the cost of the venue and refreshments.
You don’t need to be a member of ODNE to join us, so feel free to invite others who you think would like to
be part of the community.
We look forward to meeting you all.
Cat, Julian and Shelly
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